Annotate. Collaborate. Socialize.

Collaborative BI
Commenting inside of the Oracle Business Intelligence (BI) system of dashboards and self-service
analytics is available through Datavail’s BITeamwork™, a simple plug-in designed specifically for the
collaboration needs of business users and administrators.
Without writing a single-line of code, users can leave comments on dashboards or self-service
analysis reports in a very seamless and intuitive manner.

How it Works
Comments can be specific to one dashboard, an individual dashboard page, a graph, or most
importantly, an individual cell on a table or pivot table.
Users have several options when creating comments including:

Exporting for end of month and board book (MBR, QBR) style reporting
Securing a comment to only specific users or application roles
Creating multiple comment columns for several data variance justifications
Using the prompt values to provide the context of comments for comment aggregation
Notifying users via Oracle BI Delivers to review a comment

Via the intuitive user interface and
comment indication system, BITeamwork
gives users invaluable functionality to
extend their existing analytics culture
within the organization.
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BITeamwork
Drive a Better Analytics Culture
Create a read/write feedback loop with end-users
Provide accountability and leadership in the
OBIEE portal
Extend with embedded commentary in
intranet portals
Provide a directive to spend more time
contributing to analytics and decision making
Expand User Adoption
With the ability to leave permanent comments,
users are more likely to:
Interact independently with the data and
share perspectives
Spend more time in the BI environment
Make references back to the analytics portal
and to other employees
Take ownership of their respective portion of
the system
Users feel empowered when the communication
flows two ways: information out and feedback
in. Ultimately, users give credibility to the
information and respect to those by whom the
input is provided.
Demonstrations, Trials, and Business Cases
See how easy it is to create and administer
comments in Oracle BI. BITeamwork is available
to download with Enterprise functionality on a
30-Day Trial Period so that it can be deployed
and tested in your Oracle BI environment.
For an end-to-end demonstration of the solution,
contact us at biteamwork@datavail.com or
877.634.9222, or go to www.biteamwork.com
for more information.

Our Feature-rich
Solution Includes:
Cell Comments
Dashboard Comments
Comment Security
Vote/Like Comments
Notify Users of Comments
Bookmark Comments
Salesforce Chatter and
Yammer Integration
New OBIEE Administration
Features
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